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PARTNERS AND BACKERS 
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https://youtu.be/aZ388bOB0O0
https://youtu.be/aZ388bOB0O0


P2E Market Analysis

5.6B 5.18% 43%

78%

40BN $

23BN $60%

5.6 billion usd revenue
in 2021

Untapped potential for
multiple demographics female

users and new age groups

CAGR of 5.18% between
2021 and 2025

78% of gaming downloads
come from casual games

43% people willing to
spend more than 600$

Mobile gaming has reached
a 60% market share

The NFT sales itself grew
significantly to 40B in 2021

from $95mn in 2020

Gaming tokens
capitalization reached $23BN 
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Our Background

Core team worked on various top grossing games in the past 

300MN+ Players
100MN+ in Revenue 

PlayZap is a product of PiperPlay led by 
experienced gaming entreprenuers. Our team 
consists of multiple experts in their field, each 

with multiple years of experience in their fields, 
from building large scalable multiplayer 

infrastructure, games development, product 
management to market analysis and publishing. 
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Problems / Challenges 

Poor User experience

No inherent value

Design trap 

Fully Centralised

Heavily monetized through advertisements with the 
continuous interruption that leads to the bad playing 
experience

Players time, skill, and purchases are limited to the 
game with no real value

Game design and economy are primarily focused on 
converting free players to paid and continue to 
monetize them with endless promotions, content 
traps and by endorsing pay to win mechanism

Game publisher commands the business model that 
is centralized and oriented towards higher profits
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The major challenges with Free to Play / Web 2 Games



Our Solutions

Transparency

True P2E 

Ownership 

Community Driven 

Monetisation implemented as a core mechanic of the 
game, with an economy built around the exchange of 
multiple currencies, cutting out advertisement.

Players are rewarded for using their time to get 
better at our games and for being active in the game 
economy, with the rewards retaining value outside of 
the PlayZap ecosystem.

Players investments will be rewarded by providing 
value outside of our ecosystem, as digital currencies 
and NFTs, with refined content and no P2W 
mechanisms as the core design.

The community will be in direct contact with the devs, 
with no publisher as a middleman, while developers 
focus will be on core building due to the 
infrastructure that PlayZap built.

1
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For Players

Put your skills to the test in exciting PVP
battles, join thousands in massive
multiplayer arenas and earn amazing
prizes that retain their values, even
outside of our ecosystem.

For Game Creators

Publish your games without worrying
about anything but development. We
create the infrastructure, and implement
$PZP, you bring the games and get your
revenue from day one.

For P2E Partners

Our partners will be able to leverage the Play
Zap framework to host their games, and as
they gain recognition from our community,
they will receive revenue share & deeper
cross-promotion partnership for long term.

Ecosystem

The Revolution Of Play To Earn

Innovating the entire NFT Gaming ecosystem with PlayZap unique approach 
to P2E Gaming.

By combining the best features of the DeFi world, with highly interactive gameplay and a 
valuable reward system, PlayZap aims to take P2E gaming to the next level and to 
breach into the mainstream market as an alternative to monopolized game 
development. 
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ZapVerse

Marketplace & NFTs

Z-Arena

ZPay Wallet

The Zapverse is a powerful ecosystem built and
powered by proven solutions and infrastructure,
where you can play your favorite game from PlayZap
and many other Play-to-Earn games.

PlayZap NFTs will offer premium advantages as well
as the ability to improve the Players earning power.
Marketplace is a collection of all in-game utilities
allowing players to own assets across the platform.

Z-Arena is multiplayer competitive technology that 
facilitates in-game competition either in large pooled 
tournaments with thousands of players or head-to- 
head games.

The ZPay wallet is an all in one solution built on the 
polygon network. All the features of existing wallets 
are present alongside new innovative solutions built 
in an easy to use interface.

PlayZap Products
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ZapVerse

Our ecosystem is created around a powerful, scalable in-house gaming 
platform on the unity engine, built using Microsoft PlayFab Azure with 
multiplayer coming by Photon. 

Users will have a wide array of in-house and partnered games, played 
by thousands of people globally. Those low-skill-floor high-skill-ceiling 
games will provide value corresponsive to the player's skill level. 

With a truly free-to-play economy, the monetization aspect will come
directly from the players interacting actively with each other, playing 
games, earning prizes, and exchanging assets. 

Security will be one of the main concerns, and multiple layers will be 
implemented to protect the users base while providing developers with 
a secure environment for their growth
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Z-Arena

The Z-Arena provides users with large pooled tournaments with 
thousands of community users and head-to-head games. This key 
technology offered by the Zapverse can be used to convert any 
single-player game into a multiplayer format.

Esports styled competition will reward skilled players, with each 
tournament prize pool distributed among the top winners based on 
their score and ranking. Players will be able to compete in various 
tournaments and head to head matches making the Z-Arena a 
unique playground for multiplayer gaming.

Engage with your friends and the community in a continued display 
of skills, interact and know people throughout the competition and 
utilize your prizes to trade or sell for other assets.

Our hall of fame will showcase our top earners on our official web 
app and reward them with prizes. Players will be ranked based on 
their gains, rewarding the top users every week.
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Marketplace and NFTs

The PlayZap ecosystem offers true ownership of all assets that 
players are able to acquire. Our NFTs will be limited in supply and 
offer premium advantages as well as the ability to improve the 
Players earning power. 

We have multiple kinds of NFTs all available for purchase and 
trading in-game. Our ecosystem is made up by the Z-Land, an 
estate based market that can be used to host event, share revenue 
and showcase your brand to the public.
 
The trading and in-game buff economy is built around our Z-Heroes, 
special premium NFTs that will act as Season Passes. Users will be 
able to use the Z-Heroes to upgrade their token earnings, and those 
benefits will be higher the better the player performance IG.

The Z-Items will instead be unlockable in-game items rewarded to 
the top players. Each NFT will be limited in supply and users will be 
able to trade them on secondary markets and outside ecosystems. 
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 Z-Pay Wallet

The Zpay Wallet offers multiple features, like the ability to purchase 
in-game currency directly from the wallet and other ecosystem 
related benefits. 

Zpay utilizes the best security features available today, like tamper- 
proof data mitigation technology and granular security controls, all 
in an easy to use interface with multiple customized tools available. 

Users are able to can instantly use our RAMP services to purchase 
using their debit or credit card, swap tokens easily, use analytical 
tools, and track transactions with just a couple of clicks.

Direct access to QuickSwap will provide users with one of the 
biggest dexes on the market as an all in one solution, and the 
automated smart contract protocol provides faster and more secure 
transactions than manually inputting the various addresses. 
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The $PZP is a utility token used to power 
every functionality of our ecosystem. 

Earn, trade and use $PZP to host your own 
tournaments, collect limited edition NFTs, 
participate in high-jackpot lotteries and 
much more. Grow your token pool and get 
back a percentage of the profits from our 
tournaments, our marketplace and all wallet 
transactions.

Compete, Win and earn more 
while holding $PZP

$PZP Token use cases
.
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Abhishek Buchvani Taha Shahda
CO-Founder, CEO

2x Gaming Entrepreneur
Ex MiniClip, Ex Gameloft

Co-Founder, CCO
Ex JumpStart, Ex Cosi Games, 

Ex Technicolor

Cehyun Bayel
Business Advisor

Partner in UA
 

Leadership Team

Our all-star team is composed only of the best experts in their fields. From veteran blockchain developers to gaming entrepreneurs
that have run large titles with millions of players and revenue, the team impressive background comes from state-of-the-art

environments, like Miniclip, Microsoft and Gameloft.
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/abhishekb/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/taha-shahda-03a54362/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ceyhunbayel/


Team

Althaf Saleem 
3D Game Artist

Vishal Lakhani
Game & Blockchain Developer

Praveen Sadda
UI/UX Artist

Amal Shaji
3D Game Artist

Abhinav Bhasin 

Game Developer

HARSH Buchwani

Partnership Manager

Sunny Navani
Game & Blockchain Developer
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Meet Shah
Associate Producer 

Vivek H
Sr Quality Analyst Quality Analyst 

Shubham Nikose

https://www.linkedin.com/in/althaf-saleem-524210180/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/vishallakhaniunity3ddev/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/praveen-sadda-61792455/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/amal-shaji-74357a183/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/abhinav-bhasin/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/harsh-buchwani-26a9a0100/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/meet-shah-9a1a7925/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sunny-navani-004aa4120/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/vivek-h-a37836190/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/shubham-nikose-804170175/


Gaming app alpha version ready

Website Launch

Release Tokenomoics 

Release Whitepaper 

Appoint Advisors 

Launch social media channels 

RoadMap

Leadership team established including 
CTO, CCO, CMO and Business Advisor 

4 games ready with skill format 

PvP Battle module ready

Frontend UI ready

Frontend integration completed

User signup and profile system

8 ball pool multiplayer game ready 

Match master multiplayer game ready 

User testing with more than 30,000 players 
of our games

Multiplayer backend feature completed 

Backend platform developed and ready to 
develop other features. 

Tournament module ready 

Core development team established including 
game engineers, artists, product managers, 
backend developers and Quality Assurance

Q3 - Q4 2021 Q1 2022

Hiring additional team members to scale the 
platform and partnerships

Secure Seed Funds

Marketing partnership to grow social channels

Blockchain framework integration 

Sign up with core partners & launchpads

Q2

Q3 - Q4

2022

2022
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8 casual games development completed

Hall of Fame module completed

Virtual currency module integrated

Tournaments & PvP testing completed

 Beta Release Android / iOS

       Game Trailer Released

       Seed Funds Completed 

       Smart Contract Audit

       Token Legal Opinion

       Advertisment partnership 

       Marketing Partners locked in

       Dice Merge Game ready

       PvP Challenges release ready

PlayZap Web Version 

Public Sale

Token Generation Event (TGE)

NFT Sale Phase I

Reward Marketplace Launch

Partner Program Launch 

Z Club launch

Math Master Game 

Tank PvP 

Bingo Live Game

21 Card Game

       Private Sale Complete



Token Name

PLAYZAP
Token symbol

$PZP
Token Supply

150.000.000 PLAYZAP
Blockchain network

BNB Chain (BSC)

Tokenomics
Vesting Periods

Seed Sale: $0.08 - 8% TGE, cliff 1 month,
later linear vesting over 12 months 

Private Sale: $0.10 - 10% TGE, cliff 1 month,
later linear vesting over 10 months

Public Sale: $0.12 - 15% TGE, cliff 1 month,
later linear vesting over 6 months

Team: 0% TGE, cliff 8 months, later linear 
vesting over 24 months

Advisors: 0% TGE, cliff 6 months, later 
linear vesting over 15 months

Game Incentives: 0% TGE, cliff 1 week, later 
strategic release as per game plan for users

Marketing: 0% TGE, cliff 5 months, later 
linear vesting over 18 months

Reserves: 0% TGE, cliff 12 months, later 
linear vesting over 24 months

Liquidity, Exchanges: 30% TGE, cliff 2 
months, later strategic release as per 
CEX / DEX listing

Seed Round

Reserves

Liquidity, Exchanges

Marketing

Private Sale

Game Incentives

Public Sale

Team  & Advisors
6.20%

10.00%

13.92%

11.00%

13.33%

22.00%

5.55%

18.00%
(9,375,000 token)

(15,000,000 token)

(20,791,667 token)

(16,500,000 token)

(20,000,000 token)

(33,000,000 token)

(8,333,333 token)

(27,000,000 token)
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 Initial Mcap: $450,000

Completed



 Partners and Backers
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Watch Trailer

Thank You

Website & Social media handles

info@playzap.games
Contact

https://playzap.games/

www.twitter.com/playzapgames

https://t.me/playzap

https://discord.gg/YYPAyJpyqm
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https://youtu.be/aZ388bOB0O0
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